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Background: After diagnosis, persons living with HIV, including young men who have sex with men (YMSM) continue to engage in sexual risk behaviors. HIV-status
disclosure can decrease risk, however currently there are no scalable interventions for youth. Virtual reality (VR) technologies can be leveraged as innovative
approaches to communication skill building and sexual risk reduction.
Description: Tough Talks is a VR application designed for HIV+ YMSM to practice disclosing their status to intimate partners in a safe, confidential environment. Created
in collaboration between two research universities and a software company, Tough Talks is delivered via a laptop and tablet. YMSM first select a disclosure setting and
realistic avatar to disclose their status to. Avatars and scenes were designed by and with MSM to ensure appropriateness and resonance. Avatars respond from a
database of over 100 phrases, developed and refined through 4 focus groups with HIV+ and HIV- YMSM and 45 usability sessions with 15 HIV+ YMSM. Users currently
disclose via chat; future iterations will include ability to speak to the avatar. At this development stage, an automatic algorithm suggests responses to user utterances,
which are then verified or changed by a human operator in real time. Presently, the algorithm provides 40-60% appropriate responses; performance improves with
increased usability data.
Lessons Learned: VR is a powerful, scalable technological tool for addressing complex behaviors like HIV status disclosure. To optimize uptake and utilization, the
program must be visually and linguistically tailored for end-users. Scenarios and realistic avatars allowed participants to feel immersed and invested, resulting in strong
emotional responses. Participants wanted options to type or speak to the avatar; noting that typing felt like a first-step toward speaking their status out loud.
Conclusions/Next Steps: VR can be used to simulate in-person conversations in an immersive, nonjudgmental environment. Tough Talks presents a novel opportunity
to practice disclosure strategies prior to engaging in these difficult and stressful situations. As the application is refined, ultimately the human operator will not be
needed, facilitating broad scale-up. Future iterations will feature expanded disclosure scenarios and avatar selections including partners, friends, and family members.
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disclosure dialogue
“So, um... what are you about to get
into since you know the movie is over?
What are you getting into for the rest of
the night?”
“Well, it’s still early. We can go back to
my place and chill and probably just
watch Netflix cuz that movie sucked.”
“Ok, ok, that sounds like a good plan.
You want to go back and cuddle and
everything?”
“Yeah, it is cuddling season.”
“So cool, so do you know your status
and everything?”
“Yeah, I do, I do. I’m positive. And you?”
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Usability Round #1
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Don’t know how to
break the ice? Try
typing a simple,
“hello.”

coach feature
helps to guide users through game play and disclosure

Phase 3 - Testing
Pilot trial to begin July 2016
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Wizard interface

What the clinican sees during the gameplay. sends
dialogue, coach messages to users. Clinican also
“rates” utterance acceptability from this screen

Utterance Database

Library of phrases around disclosure that can be sent
to the participant using tough talks. Can choose
between three sets of dialogue scenarios

